In the Kaluza-Klein model with a cosmological constant and a flux, the external spacetime and its dimension of the created universe from a S s × S n−s seed instanton can be identified in quantum cosmology. One can also show that in the internal space the effective cosmological constant is most probably zero. Cosmology is a branch of theoretical physics. The object of its study is unique, it is the universe.
Cosmology is a branch of theoretical physics. The object of its study is unique, it is the universe.
This fact has led to the First Cause problem, to which No-boundary universe has provided the most satisfactory answer [1] . Within this framework, many cosmological issues have been reexamined, e.g., the isotropy, flatness, inflation, structure, time arrow and primordial black hole problems. In this article we will study the dimensionality and the cosmological constant in a toy model.
It is assumed that the 4-dimensional spacetime of the universe we live in (the so-called external spacetime) is obtained through a dimensional reduction from a higher dimensional spacetime. This scenario has been revived many times, for example, in the frameworks of nonabelian gauge theory, extended supergravity and braneworld.
In the Kaluza-Klein model, the n−dimensional spacetime is a product of a s−dimensional manifold M s and a n − s−dimensional manifold M n−s . Many studies have been done to show how to decompose M into the product of an internal and an external space in the classical framework. In general, it is impossible to discriminate these factor spaces in this framework unless one appeals to the Anthropic Principle [2] .
We shall take the Freund-Rubin model as our toy model [3] . The matter content of the universe is an antisymmetric tensor field A α1...αs−1 of rank s − 1, the so-called flux. Its field strength is a completely antisymmetric tensor F α1...αs . For the special case s = 2 the matter field becomes
Maxwell. Recently, this model has also attracted attention in the violation of the conjectured "Nbound" in quantum gravity [4] . Our motivation in this paper is quite different.
The Lorentzian action can be written as
where Λ is the cosmological constant, R is the scalar curvature of the spacetime M and K is the extrinsic curvature of its boundary ∂M .
In the no-boundary universe [1] , the wave function of the universe is defined by the path integral over all compact manifolds with the argument of the wave function as the only boundary. The main contribution to the path integral comes from the instanton, that is the stationary action solution.
This is the so-called W KB approximation. The instanton should obey the Einstein equation
where the energy momentum tensor θ µν is
and the field equation for the flux 
where g s is the determinant of the metric of M s , κ is a charge constant. Since κ is a continuous parameter, it is expected that the instanton we are going to construct must be a constrained one [7] .
For the instanton solution, the fact that dimension s of the factor space S s is the same as the rank of the given flux strength is crucial, since otherwise there is no nontrivial solution under our ansatz due to de Rham cohomology [6] .
From above one can derive the scalar curvature for each factor space
and
It appears that the F field behaves as an extra cosmological constant, which is anisotropic with respect to the factor spaces. It turns out that the metrics of the factor spacetimes should be Einstein.
At first, we assume the universe we live in to be most probable with a given charge κ, and at the W KB level, the relative creation probability of the universe is exponential to the negative of the Euclidean action of the seed instanton. Since the action is proportional to the product of the volumes of the two factor manifolds, the maximization of the volumes can be realized only by the manifolds with maximum symmetries.
At this moment, we assume neither of R s nor R n−s vanishes, then the compact instanton metric should be the product S s × S n−s . The metric signature of S s (S n−s ) depends on the signature of continuation of an imaginary time coordinate in these metrics [6] .
The external space we live in is associated with a time coordinate. Therefore, one can obtain an universe which is a product of the dS m (AdS m ) external space and the S n−m (H n−m ) internal space, (m = s, n − s). It is noted that H n−m can be compactified by a discrete isometry group.
From the same instanton, it seems that one can get either a s− or a n − s−dimensional external spacetime. To discriminate these two possibilities, one has to compare their creation probabilities, since we assume that the universe we observe is most probable.
The relative creation probability of the universe is [1]
where Ψ is the wave function of the configuration at the quantum transition surface. The configuration is the metric and the matter field at the equator. I is the Euclidean action of the instanton. It is worth emphasizing that the seed instanton is constructed by joining its south part of the manifold and its time reversal, the north part of the manifold.
In the Lorentzian regime, the probability of a quantum state is independent of the representation, one can use any representation among the canonical conjugate variables. On the other hand, the right representation is crucial for probability in the Euclidean regime, especially for the creation probability of the universe expressed by formula (8).
In the earlier research of quantum cosmology, people only studied the creation scenario with a regular seed instanton. The representation problem did not emerge explicitly. However, for a more realistic cosmological model, the concept of a constrained instanton is inevitable [7] . The criteria for the right representation in the creation scenario is that the configuration of the wave function It is noted that the action (1) is given under the condition that at the boundary ∂M the metric and the tensor field A α1...αs−1 are given. The action is invariant under the gauge transformation
For our convenience, we can select a gauge such that there is only one nonzero component A 2...s , where the index 1 associated with the time coordinate is excluded [6] . There is no way to find a gauge in which the field A 2...s is regular for the whole manifold S s . Therefore, the field A must subject to a discontinuity across the equator of the instanton. For the wave function of the universe the gauge freedom has been frozen. It means field A is not a right representation. Instead, one has to use the field strength F representation.
In obtaining the Euclidean action from the Lorentzian action (1) there exists a sign ubiquity associated with the factor √ −g n . This can be dispelled by the following requirement. The scalar curvature can be decomposed as R n = R n−s + R s , the R term in the action associated with the external space must be negative, such that the primordial fluctuation around the minisuperspace background can take the minimum excitation state [8] .
If the external space is associated with the factor space S n−s , since the flux is living in S s , there is no discontinuity at the equator, and then the action is
where η n−s = −1(+1), if R n−s is positive (negative), V m is the volume of S m with radius L m
If the external space is associated with the factor space S s , then the Euclidean version of (1) is
where η s is defined in a similar way. Since the quantum transition occurs at the equator of S s , one has to replace A 2...s variable by its canonical momentum P 2...s under our minisuperspace ansatz, P 2...s is defined as
where Σ denotes the equator.
The Legendre transform introduces an extra term into the above Euclidean action
the factor 2 is due to the two sides of the equator. There is some subtlety for the location of the equator or the quantum transition surface in the space S s of negative definite metric signature, but the formula (14) remains intact [6] .
The total action should be
There are four possibilities:
(i) For the case (R s < 0, R n−s < 0), if κ is imaginary, then from (8)(11) and (15) one can see that creation probability for s−dimensional external spacetime is exponentially dominating over that for n − s−dimensional counterpart, i.e, the apparent spacetime dimension is s. If κ is real, then the situation should be opposite. It is noted, in the Lorentzian regime, that the field strength is real for both cases.
(ii) For the case (R s > 0, R n−s > 0), if κ is real (imaginary), the external spacetime is
is n − s.
(iv) For the case (R s < 0, R n−s > 0), the situation is opposite to that in case (iii).
When we consider the case with a zero cosmological constant. There are only two possibilities (iii) and (iv). The dimension of the external spacetime must be min(s, n−s). That is, the dimension of the internal space must not be lower than that of the external space. The model with n = 11 and s = 4 is more realistic, it is associated with d = 11 supergravity, the case with a more general flux configuration is also discussed [6] .
In the above discussion the parameter κ is fixed. Since we suppose to live in a most probable universe, we can relax this condition now. This corresponds to finding the instanton with lowest
Euclidean action for a given Λ. From the form of actions (11) and (15), one can see that this may be possible as the volume of one factor space blows up, i.e, either the scalar curvature R s or R n−s vanishes.
If R s approaches zero, then we have
It turns out from (8)(18) and (19) that the probability for the internal spacetime to be nearly flat and the external space to be dS n−s for Λ > 0 or AdS n−s for Λ < 0 is exponentially dominating.
If R n−s approaches zero, then we have
By the same argument, if Λ > 0 or (Λ < 0), then the most probable external spacetime is dS s or (AdS s ), and the internal space is nearly flat with a very small effective cosmological constant.
In summary, we have discussed the quantum Kaluza-Klein model with a flux and a cosmological constant. We assume that the seed instaton is topologically S s × S n−s . The dimensionality of the external spacetime can be identified in quantum cosmology. We find that the most probable spacetime is of a nearly flat internal space, that is the internal space is of a zero effective cosmological constant, regardless of the value Λ. This result can be used to be compared with the earlier argument that the cosmological constant of an ordinary 4-dimensional spacetime is most probably zero [9] .
Even though from this model one can draw some concrete conclusions about the dimension and the cosmological constant, it seems that the model is too simple to be realistic, one has to deal with more sophisticated models in the future.
